ACROSS
1) Oliver Twist, for one
6) Normal start?
10) Fight starter
14) BP merger partner
15) Refines wine
16) Hodgepodge or mishmash
17) 1939 epic film
20) Maximizing suffix
21) Soprano solo, sometimes
22) Mimieux of Hollywood
23) "Summer of '69" singer Adams
25) Seam contents
26) 1996 or 2000 presidential candidate
28) With a twangy inflection
32) Cause to lose face
34) Patron saint of Norway
35) Deadeye's skill
38) Lost it
42) Wall St. location
43) Weigh down
44) Enjoy to the last drop
45) Causes to condense on a surface
48) Like desert growth
51) Bedding down?
53) Abridgments
55) Jazz singer Fitzgerald
56) __ Paulo (Brazilian city)
59) Part of a grade-school dance instruction
62) Poker stake
63) Winglike
65) Tampa and Montego
66) Be dependent (on)
67) Tofu beans (Var.)

DOWN
1) Plum variety
2) His cookies are famous
3) European high spot
4) Word with "cap" or "cube"
5) "In your dreams!"
6) Copper coating
7) Turkish commander (Var.)
8) Like some older profs (Abbr.)
9) Pallid looking
10) Once-seedy section of NYC
11) Pica relative
12) Ingredients in fuzzy navels?
13) Bonanza vein
18) Place using dinars
19) Changes gradually
24) Take a break
26) Break of day
27) Comply with commands
29) More in need of a massage
30) Flight height, on a gauge
31) "Well, ____-di-dah!"
33) Deter
35) Opponent
36) Frankenstein's flunky
37) A ____ bagatelle
39) "____ in victory" (elementary lesson)
40) Tokyo, formerly
41) Comfortable state
45) Craggy mountain ridges
46) Where to spot a ringer?
47) Grain elevator
49) Pro sports venue
50) Large bill
52) Tailor's tucks
53) Tattle
54) Fly high, as an eagle
55) Ink-saving abbr.
57) Type of rug or code
58) They're studied by English majors
60) Grand ____ Opry
61) Which of you